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Batten Down the Hatches,
Prepare for Stormy Weather
The story is that a person ate a bat, or a
pangolin in Wuhan and here we are, facing a
pandemic from a novel virus. Novel means
the virus did not originate in humans, and is
therefore a greater immune challenge.
As of March 22, 2020, this worldwide
pandemic has 316,659 confirmed cases,
13,599 deaths, and 94,176 recorded
recoveries. An estimated 25 million will lose
jobs globally.
The US has 27,004 recorded cases and 176
deaths, with 12,323 cases in New York, 1793
in Washington, and 1518 in California. New
York City has 3165 cases with one inmate
with a confirmed case and 8 others with
symptoms at Rikers Island. Governor
Newsom estimates 25.5 million Californians
will contract the virus in the next 8 weeks.
Those who contract the virus but have no
symptoms can infect others. It takes from 2
to 14 days to become symptomatic, and it
appears that someone can infect others for
up to as long as 37 days, with or without
symptoms. Recovery for 80% of those
infected is high.
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Weathering the Storm
The news from Wuhan shows the
effectiveness of combining Chinese herbal
formulas with modern medicine for best
outcomes. Deaths in Italy have surpassed
deaths in China, even though the hardest
hit areas in Italy contained 16 million
people and the Hubei Province contained
60 million people. In Hubei, reports are
that the disease is declining.
Chinese medicine has time-tested methods
for coping with epidemic diseases. In Wuhan,
5000 traditional medicine physicians joined
the 42,000 doctors treating the epidemic.
More than 90% of the confirmed patients
used Chinese herbal medicine along with
pharmaceuticals.
Source: Active Herb
When W.H.O. recently visited Wuhan, they
witnessed the effectiveness of using modern
and traditional medicines together to reduce
severity, hasten recovery, and improve
outcomes. Bruce Alyward, who led the
W.H.O. delegation said, “If I get the illness, I
would like to be treated in China.”

How Are You Doing in the Grip of
Uncertainty?
Not being able to predict what will happen
makes it easy to experience this as a
surreal time. Being tossed by heavy surf
that no one waded into by choice, it’s easy
to feel out of control. One coping
mechanism is understanding. There may
be comfort in having a conceptual frame
within which to hold unfolding events.
If you prefer, jump right to the end of this
article to learn about how Chinese medicine
remedies fortify resistance and recovery.

Paradigms Shape Us: We Make
Our World
Reflecting upon our worldview, values and
beliefs is a way to understand the deeper
source of the dramatic disruption we’re
experiencing. The pandemic is itself a
symptom of pre-existing problems in our
social and natural world.

We who believe that we are
interconnected and interdependent,
existing within a macrocosm that has
intrinsic balance and counterbalance
borne from diversity know that the whole
suffers when any part of it does.
Yet our economic, social, political
structures reflect the opposite. We value
private rights over public welfare. Our
institutions are organized to protect
individuals (including corporations that
enjoy legal status as persons). Property
and the amassing of capital is paramount,
superseding human and ecological
welfare, not recognizing that they are the
same. Humans have fouled our global nest
rather than protected it. What kind of
sense does that make? Perhaps this mess
is one of the many consequences.

Skewed Priorities Produce
Existential Threats
The pandemic points to the weaknesses in
the way we've organized our priorities.
Who disbands an agency studying animal
to human pandemics in the service of
being prepared for an outbreak just
because in the last few years, there was no
need? It’s not our approach to military
missiles or having troops at the ready.
California’s PG&E has cut costs by not
keeping tree branches off power lines. In
the wind, catastrophic wildfires were
sparked. Profitability and public welfare
clash regularly. What serves the market
often does not serve the people.
A fragmented private medical system with
poor decisions by the CDC and FDA
leaves us without the immediate testing,
monitoring and treatment instituted
immediately in South Korea and China,
the countries that have responded most
effectively to this crisis. Medical care only
for the wealthy makes everyone
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vulnerable in a time of infectious disease.
In a profit-centered system there is no
plan to ensure meeting the
unprecedented public health need we now
face. There is no economic safety net for
those who depend upon week-to-week
paychecks.

are working. Only data informs us.
Without it, we’re shooting in the dark.
Source: CNN

This pandemic may be a symptom and
outcome of the disequilibrium we have
put upon the ecosystem--the macrocosm
of our planet and the microcosm of our
bodies. In Chinese medicine, infectious
pathogens arise from natural
disturbances. Personal health is
inseparable from the health of the
environment.

Coronavirus: Missed
Opportunities With
Consequences
Skewed priorities play out in dire real life
consequences. The US President is an
exemplar of self above common good.
Informed nearly 3 months prior to
mobilizing for the US COVID-19 outbreak,
he initially banned health experts in his
administration from providing honest
information, putting his image above
public safety. He wasted precious time.
Ashish Jha, Director of the Harvard Global
Health Institute, comments on the
devastating effect of the official US
response, "This is such a rapidly moving
infection that losing a few days is bad, and
losing a couple of weeks is terrible. Losing
two months is close to disastrous, and
that's what we did."
Nationalism over global collaboration and
cooperation delayed access to testing, so
tests remain scarce and we have
insufficient data to both track the spread
and determine whether mitigation
strategies like shutdowns and lockdowns

The lack of testing was avoidable. Our
government turned down using readily
available W.H.O. test kits developed in
Germany in mid-January, denying us
access to any of the 250,000 tests that
began shipping then. US political ideology
dictated we develop our own test, rather
than collaborate with other countries. But
errors prevented speedy development,
resulting in the inevitable strain on
hospitals, resulting in deaths due to
hubris-induced time lost. As of
mid-March, 22,000 US residents have
been tested compared to 200,000 in
South Korea. Senegal is ahead of the US in
testing capacity.
Source: STAT
Aversion to science and allegiance to
magical thinking is itself an existential
threat. When fossil fuels, fracking,
rainforest destruction, chemical
contamination and countless other
profit-motivated behaviors threaten our
biosphere, we are putting industry above
human and global welfare. This sets the
stage for novel viruses to toss our lives
upside down.
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Solution: Knowing We’re All in
This Together
We are still anticipating the full strike of this
tsunami upon our shores. While we wait,
let’s think about what history shows us.
Issac Chotiner interviews a history of
medicine scholar about ‘How Pandemics
Change History.’ Frank M. Snowden, author
of, “Epidemics and Society: From the Black
Death to the Present” examines how disease
outbreaks shape politics and the ways in
which social structures allow diseases to
flourish.
He says, “Epidemic diseases are not random
events that afflict societies capriciously and
without warning. On the contrary, every
society produces its own specific
vulnerabilities. To study them is to
understand that society’s structure, its
standard of living, and its political
priorities.”
Snowden says, “Epidemics are a category of
disease that hold up the mirror to human
beings... They also reflect our relationships
with the environment —the built
environment that we create and the natural
environment that responds. They show the
moral relationships that we have toward
each other, and we’re seeing that today.
That’s one of the great messages that the
World Health Organization keeps discussing.
The main part of preparedness …[is] to
realize that we’re all in this together, that
what affects one person anywhere affects
everyone everywhere, that we are therefore
inevitably part of a species, and we need to
think in that way.” ... Epidemics have shaped
history in part because they’ve led human
beings inevitably to think about those big
questions....the causal chain works in both
directions.

Diseases do not afflict societies in random
and chaotic ways. They’re ordered events,
because microbes selectively expand and
diffuse themselves to explore ecological
niches that human beings have created.
Those niches very much show who we
are—whether...in the industrial revolution,
we actually cared what happened to workers
and the poor and the condition that the most
vulnerable people lived in.”

Changing Our Mind-Set Is Needed
to Be Prepared
Bruce Aylward, who led the W.H.O. mission
to China, said that in order to be prepared,
now and in the future, what needs to happen
is an absolutely fundamental change in our
mind-set.
“We have to realize we need to work
together as a human species to be organized
to care for one another, to realize that the
health of the most vulnerable people among
us is a determining factor for the health of all
of us, and, if we aren’t prepared to do that,
we’ll never, ever be prepared to confront
these devastating challenges to our
humanity.”
History of medicine scholar Snowden said,
“...I’m [not] a great optimist in this matter, but
I do agree it’s what needs to happen. There’s
also a dark side to humanity.... What choice
will we make? How will we go when we’re
faced with this? I don’t think it’s
predetermined, and a great human moral
drama is being played out in front of us.”
Source: New Yorker
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Call on it. Call it up. Invite your ancestors in.
As the yang based habits and the decaying
institutions on our planet begin to crumble,
look up. A breeze is stirring. Feel the sun on
your wings."

How to Protect from COVID-19
Hand-washing, avoiding surfaces that
someone with the virus may have touched,
not touching your mouth, nose and eyes
when your hands have been in contact with
surfaces touched by others is sensible and
right but not sufficient.

Message from the Council of
13 Indigenous Grandmothers:
"As you move through these changing
times...be easy on yourself and be easy on
one another. You are at the beginning of
something new. You are learning a new way
of being.
You will find that you are working less in the
yang modes that you are used to. You will
stop working so hard at getting from point A
to point B the way you have in the past, but
instead, will spend more time experiencing
yourself in the whole, and your place in it.
Instead of traveling to a goal out there, you
will voyage deeper into yourself. Your
mother's grandmother knew how to do this.
Your ancestors from long ago knew how to
do this. They knew the power of the feminine
principle... and because you carry their DNA
in your body, this wisdom and this way of
being is within you.

People who are infected, with or without
symptoms, are broadcasting the virus with
their breath, casting droplets into the air like
steam from a shower that knows no bounds.
The vapor may land in your eyes, nose,
mouth, or on your clothing.
Media messages have focused on hygiene
that doesn’t emphasize the risks of sharing
air. This is the rationale for social distancing,
perhaps better called social solidarity. It is
the only way to avoid being infected by
someone who might not even know they are
contagious. Being isolated is public kindness,
slowing the spread.
Eventually so many people will be infected
that they will become immune. The virus
fizzles out on its own when it runs out of
hosts. This is known as herd immunity.
What’s not yet known is how mutations of
the virus will affect the recurrence of the
disease. Herd immunity is ultimately the best
protection. Vaccinations are promising, but a
static vaccine cannot keep up with mutating
viruses.
Source: Johns Hopkins CSSE
https://www.sfchronicle.com/health/article/The-manbehind-the-sequencing-of-coronavirus-15148437
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Marc Lipsitch, a Harvard epidemiologist, said
the germ’s rate of spread is higher than that
of the ordinary flu, but similar to the novel
emergent influenzas that have swept the
globe before.
He said, “That is similar to pandemic flu of
1918, and it implies that the end of this
epidemic is going to require nearly 50% of
the population to be immune, either from a
vaccine, which is not on the immediate
horizon, or from natural infection,” he told a
gathering of experts on a video call this
weekend. Source: ProPublica

How Disease is Transmitted, What
Happens in the Body, Overview
Read: Intelligencer
Watch:
https://youtu.be/OOJqHPfG7pA
https://youtu.be/Oq1LyEhmNfU

Sheltering In Place
“And the people stayed home. And read
books, and listened, and rested, and
exercised, and made art, and played games,
and learned new ways of being, and were
still. And listened more deeply. Some
meditated, some prayed, some danced. Some
met their shadows. And then people began to
think differently.
And the people healed. And, in the absence of
people living in ignorant, dangerous,
mindless and heartless ways, the earth began
to heal.
And when the sickness passed, and the
people joined together again, they grieved
their losses, and made new choices, and
dreamed new images, and created new ways
to live and heal the earth fully, as they had
been healed.” K. O’Meara

A Music Break to Lift the Spirit
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Michael Franti
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Chinese Medicine: Your Body as
an Ecosystem
Humans are an inseparable, ineluctable part
of the macrocosm of the entire biosphere.
Whatever happens arounds us affects what
is within us, including the visible and
invisible, tangible and intangible dimensions
of our personal and social worlds.
It may help to recognize that COVID-19 is a
pest with no malicious intent to harm. It is
taking advantage of a disrupted environment
and the wealth of nearly 8 billion potential
hosts to further its evolutionary self-interest.
COVID-19 did not create these conditions,
we did. So where do we start? Start at home.
Secure your nest, clean up, nourish and
fortify your body and mind.
The healthier your ecosystem, the better it
can ward off pests. This is an opportunity to
feather your nest. Feed your body with good
food, plenty of water and fresh air to build
strong Qi (the dynamic, intangible agent that
empowers life). To the best of your ability,
forego sugar, alcohol, cigarettes and the
habits that undermine health, even a little.
Sleep, rest, physical activity, positive
thoughts, mental stimulation and social
connection foster our reserves, providing a
sense of security.
Chinese medicine has particular remedies
and methods that can help us to become
more resilient and adaptable throughout this

Bobby McFerrin

Franti’s Stay at Home

crisis and in its aftermath. Resilience is the
capacity to recover physically and
psychologically, restoring our ability to build
our future with will, intelligence, imagination
and generosity of spirit.

How Chinese Herbal Formulas
Can Help
Chinese medicine examines the conditions
that allow disease to take root: the
relationship of the seed (illness) to the host
(the person who is sick). Strengthening the
host is something that Western medicine
cannot address, and one of the reasons to
use herbal formulas. Optimizing the function
of the body mitigates our vulnerability to
severe symptoms.
Symptoms are not uniform, and not solely
respiratory. Fever, chills, body ache, (dry)
cough, scratchy or sore throat, fatigue, runny
nose, as well as indigestion, nausea and
diarrhea are possible signs, along with no
symptoms at all.
The pandemic is a moving target. Like rafting
a river for the first time, we are learning to
navigate unpredictable currents as we move
through them. Still, we can prepare for the
unknown. Paying close attention to how
things are changing, and modifying strategies
accordingly, is a strength of Chinese
medicine.
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Chinese Medicine for the Five Stages of COVID-19 Infection
These formulas support immune competence and aid in recovery. Each stage of the illness
requires a different set of formulas. Many are liquid extracts that are combined in a single bottle.
Others are tablets. They are available from Chinese Medicine Works.
Place an order by email, or schedule a video consultation to customize formulas to your needs.
Contact Clinic@ChineseMedicineWorks.com to schedule or place an order.
Source: ChineseMedicineWorks.com

Stage One:
Reinforcing Resistance

Stage Two:
Mitigating Early Symptoms

● Resilience (maintains strength and
endurance)(restores Spleen, Lung,
Kidney Qi)

● Resilience (maintains strength and
endurance)(restores Spleen, Lung,
Kidney Qi)

● Windbreaker (supports upper
respiratory resistance)(Expels Wind,
Clears Excess Heat, Phlegm from
throat, nose, sinuses, ears)

● Ilex 15 (early viral illness with slight
fever, chills, body ache, sore throat,
nausea)(clears Excess Heat, Wind,
Dampness, counters toxins)

● Strengthen Metal (strengthens
respiratory function and immune
competence)(replenish Qi and
Moisture of the Lung)

● CuLing Pills (nausea, diarrhea,
indigestion)(regulates Stomach,
Intestines, clears Dampness)

● Phlogisticlean (resolves causes of
inflammation)(clears Excess Heat
and Fire toxins)

● Forsythia 18 (reduces respiratory
inflammation, cough, congestion,
fever)(expels Wind, clears Excess
Heat and toxins from the Lung)

● FireFighter (counters inflammation
in head, throat, skin, lymphatic and
circulatory systems)

● Angelica 14 (headache, sinus pain)
(expels Wind, relieves stagnation of
Qi and Blood, alleviates pain)
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Stage Three:
Coping with Active Illness

Stage Four:
Actively Recovering

● Resilience (maintain strength and
endurance)(restores Spleen, Lung,
Kidney Qi)

● Resilience (strength and endurance)
(restores Spleen, Lung, Kidney Qi)

● Strengthen Metal (protects and
supports lung function)(replenish
Lung Qi, Moisture)
● Phlogisticlean (resolves causes of
inflammation)(clears Excess Heat and
Fire toxins)
● Bug Beater (counters increasing viral
activity)(Clears Heat, Wind and
toxins)
● Forsythia 18 (reduces inflammation
of bronchi, throat, nose, sinuses)
(expels Wind, clears Excess Heat/
toxins from the Lung)
● Blue Earth Dragon (inflammation of
bronchi and lungs with cough and
phlegm)(Clears Excess Heat, Phlegm,
nourishes Lung Moisture and Qi)

● Strengthen Metal (supports lungs)
(replenish Lung Qi, Moisture)
● Pipe Cleaner (resolves cough and
phlegm)(clears Excess Heat,
disperses congested Blood, Qi in
chest; expels stubborn Phlegm)
● Chest Relief (expels phlegm and
mucus)(supports Lung Qi, Moisture,
relieves cough, expels phlegm)
● Belamcanda (resolves inflammation
in lungs)(Clears Lung Heat, toxins)
● Minor Bupleurum (replenishes
energy, firms up resistance and
consolidates recovery)(replenishes
Qi, harmonizes the exterior (Defense
Qi) with the interior (Nutritive Qi))
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Stage Five:
Restoring Strength
● Basic Boost (replenishes adaptive
reserves, supports digestion)
(nourishes Spleen/Stomach Qi,
Moisture, dispels Dampness)
● Windbreaker (maintains resistance
of upper respiratory system)(Expels
Wind, Clears Excess Heat, Phlegm
from throat, nose, sinuses, ears)
● Strengthen Metal (protects and
restores function of lungs and
bronchi)(replenish Lung Qi, Moisture)
● Huang Lian Su (mop-up to detoxify
and eliminate residual
pathogens)(clears Stomach,
Intestines, Blood Heat, toxins)

Dosage for Each Stage
Liquid Extract Dosage
● 1 tsp 2x/day Stage One
● 1 tsp 3x/day Stage Two
● 1 tsp 4x/day Stage Three
● 1 tsp 3x Stage Four
● 1 tsp 2x/day Stage Five
Tablet Dosage
● 4 tablets 2x/day Stage One
● 4 tablets 3x/day Stage Two
● 4 tablets 4x/day Stage Three
● 4 tablets 3x/day Stage Four
● 4 tablets 2x/day Stage Five
CuLing pills
● 1 packet 3x/day Stage Two
All formulas are to be taken with hot
water before or between meals.
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How Chinese Medicine Frames the
COVID-19 Viral Disease

phlegm and fluid in the lungs associated with
pneumonia.

In China herbal formulas have become an
integral part of the care of infected patients.
During the incubation stage and the early
symptomatic stage, herbal medicine alone
has successfully treated and resolved the
disease in many cases.

Fire Toxin refers to the infectious agent,
COVID-19, that acts like a poison and causes
an accumulation of Phlegm, Stagnant Blood
and trapped Heat. This toxic accumulation is
the result of accelerated metabolism and
immune cell activity that the body must
detoxify and eliminate.

Chinese medicine understands this illness as
a Wind/Heat/Damp/Fire toxin epidemic
disease. Let’s break this down.
Wind refers to any pathogenic agent that
penetrates and overcomes the body’s
external defenses. The symptoms and signs
of Wind-induced illness include headache,
mild fever, easily chilled, shivering, aversion
to drafts, sore & scratchy throat, body ache
and sometimes dryness or thirst.
Heat refers to the mobilization of Yang Qi
(metabolic energy) to temporarily raise the
body’s temperature to cope with the
pathogen. Generating heat activates the Wei
Qi, the body’s capacity to expel pathogens.
This happens when we mount an
inflammatory response to any infection or
toxin as the normal, healthy way we cope
with a pathogenic invasion. Fever results
from increased metabolic activity. An
elevated core temperature creates a hostile
environment for the virus, bacterium or
toxin. Evidence from China and France
shows that suppressing inflammation with
steroids or NSAIDS worsens the condition
and undermines recovery.
Damp refers to the body’s mobilization of
fluids and blood to increase delivery of
nutrients and anti-pathogenic agents to the
organs and tissues in which the infection has
taken up residence. Dampness is
characterized by the manifestation of edema,
swelling, and accumulation of excessive

At the same time as the body uses its energy
to cope with the disease, it must maintain its
strength and equilibrium in order to survive
and recover. When faced with acute and
extreme stress, the body draws on energy
reserves in the muscles and fat, a process
activated by the adrenal glands. In Chinese
medicine, this is called Kidney Qi. The
Kidneys are said to consolidate and store
surplus Qi that we can draw upon in times of
need when the daily energy generated by
digestion and respiration is insufficient.
Treatment principles are to Clear Heat,
Dispel Toxins, Drain Dampness, Expel
Phlegm, Replenish healthy Qi and Moisture
(body fluids) by supporting Kidneys (stored
Qi), Spleen and Stomach (Qi from digestion)
and Lungs (Qi from air). This strategy helps
people sustain themselves and optimally
recover once the disease is resolved.
Copyright Chinese Medicine Works
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